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Cricket Results 

MARIST COLLEGE vs St Patrick’s College – Saturday 13th March 
2021 
 

TEAM Best Bowling Best Batting 

SPC 6A 3/152 def. MCA 6A 124 Harry Mcauliffe 1/3 Harry Vickery 21 
Ethan Taylor 20 

SPC 8/172 MCA 6B 141 Kingston Anderson 2/13 
Curtis Cuddihy 1/9 

Max Mulvenna 39* 
Kinston Andersdon 25* 

MCA 6C 7/92 def. SPC 6C 7/91  Jack Rosenberg 2/12 
Kaleb Maye 1/5 

Tom Bedggood, 10 
Felix Nolan 11 

MCA 6 Gold 3/105 def. SPC 6 Gold 7/84 Marshall Hair 2/15 
Stanley Grellman 1/6 

Stanley Grellman 33 
Hugo Dillane18 

MCA 6 White Bye 

MCA 6 Green 8/61 def. SLC 6 White 49 Matt Henselien 3/3 Callum Curtin 15* 
Matt Henselien 11 

   

SPC 5A  def. MCA 5A Connor O'Rouke 1/6 
Harry Cleary & Toby Milne 1/8 

Will Broughton 27 
Will Silec 26* 

SPC 4/128 def. MCA 5B 6/127 Hayden Lockhart 1/5 
Nick Steffens 1/6 

Damon Johnson 19* 
Matt Campbell 15* 

SPC 5 C 6/154 def. MCA 5C 5/64 Tim Watts 1/12 
Ryan Williams 1/11 

Tim Watts 11 
James Doolan 9 

MCA 5 Gold 4/73 def. SPC 5 Gold 6/63 Jack Lambley 
Isaac Long 

Lachlan Graham 13 
Isaac Long 10 

MCA 5 White 3/110 def. Villa 5 Green 3/91 Lucas Weigl 1/5 
Tom Price 1/7 

James Burt 18* 
Jackson Kier 16* 

 

Around the Grounds  

 
 
6A 
The boys did exceptionally well in the first 13 overs of batting before drinks. 
But unfortunately, couldn’t carry on the momentum towards the back end of the innings. They 
ended up with a score of 125 which was chased down by the St Pats team. Special mention goes 
to the wicketkeepers Harry Cootes and Harry McAuliffe, who only let through a few byes between 
them. Unfortunately, St Pats got the score in the 21st over, but it was a great game to finish off the 
season. Well done boys.  
 
6B 
Marist won the toss and elected to bowl, and of the back of 3 wins in a row spirits were high. SPC 
however came at Marist with the strongest batting performance they had seen so far this season 
as they raced to a winning total of 172. Marist went out to bat and unfortunately lost silly wickets 
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here and there, with Max Mulvenna steadying the ship with his 39 not out there was hope. 
However, we lost more silly wickets and were bowled out for 141 a great game all round. 
 
6C 
The 6Cs really stepped up their game and performed some great cricket Saturday in their final 
game for the season. The boys outperformed St Pats with a final score of 7/92 with St Pats 
achieving a score of 7/91. With this win came some stand out performances; Jack Rosenberg 
bowled very well and took 2/12 to close out his season. Kaleb Maye also had a good spell with 
consistent bowling resulting in 1/5. It was a tough job picking the best batters today with so many 
stand outs but Tom Bedggood, 10 runs and Felix Nolan who scored 11 runs, were the pick of the 
batters. All in all, it was a great way to close out the final game with a victory and some great 
cricket.  
 
6 Gold 
Words can’t describe how incredible this game was to watch. You had to be there first hand to 
witness what a special game it was. Coming into the final week of our season, there were varying 
feelings and emotions around the playing group, knowing that it was going to be our last game, 
with many boys documenting how they have enjoyed the season and wishing we could keep on 
playing. Luca and I spoke to the boys about enjoying the moment and having fun, trying not to get 
caught up in the ramifications of a potential loss. The boys prepared well and trained hard. The 
stage was set. The final game will be remembered for the pride, passion and a determination to 
succeed no matter what that all the boys showed. Marist won the toss and Marshall Hair, our 
captain, elected to bowl. The boys bowled particularly restricting St Pats to 84 runs in the opening 
innings. Credit must be given to Marshall Hair, our captain, who got two wickets, Mason Irving, 
Josh Davis and Stanley Grellman also contributed with individual wickets of their own. Facing an 
uphill battle, the Marist boys came together before our openers were going out to bat and told 
themselves that they were not losing this game. At the drinks break, the boys had struggled to find 
consistency with the bat, posting only 29 runs and being down three wickets. Needing 56 runs to 
win off ten overs, the win looked like a long shot, but you never count out Marist when our backs 
are against the wall. Two of our strongest batters, Mason Irving and Stanley Grellman, launched 
an unexpected attack. Off four overs alone, they mustered up 49 runs in incredible fashion. Both of 
them were hitting the ball with incredible force and strength, hitting fours and sixes like they were 
nothing, with Stanley alone hitting four sixes. This brought the team back within striking distance 
with still five overs to go. Once Mason and Stanley retired, Jimmy Starrenburg and Hugo Dillane 
proceeded to finish off the St Pats boys with the team accumulating 104. The two teams then 
proceeded to shake hands and show terrific sportsmanship, which made the coaches from both 
teams proud. The boys then finished their final hurrah with an absolute belter of a war cry, 
symbolising their love and pride for the school. It has been an absolute honour and privilege for 
Luca and I to coach these fine young men. From the beginning we wanted the boys to learn and 
grow and improve on their game, but most importantly we wanted the boys to be respectful and 
courteous to their teammates and their coaches. Safe to say, the boys were an absolute delight 
with their being minimal problems and the boys always listening and following instructions. 
 
The coaches wish you well in all your future endeavours  
 
6 White 
Bye 
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6 Green 
The mighty 6 Green ended the season with a hard-fought win against SLC. Our team has gone 
from strength to strength this season and are a real credit to themselves as far as sportsmanship, 
drive and willingness to ‘give it a go’. 
  
Wicket takers this week were Caleb Van Coevorden, Joseph Richards – bowled with a caught-
behind by Caleb, Callum Curtin, a run-out which combined the bowling of Matt Alvarez with the 
expert fielding of Matt Henselien, another run out thanks to the skilled fielding of Tomas 
Hammond, and the amazing bowling of Matt Henselien who took 3 wickets (3/3). Ben Gilbert had 
a hand in 2 of the wickets as well. 
  
Top batters were Callum Curtin (15*), Caleb Van Coevorden (9*) and Matt Henselien (11). 
  
Darcy Mahoney continued to field well, with Vincent Butten and Archie Engstrom also showing 
huge improvements with the ball. Our fearless keepers, Caleb Van Coevorden and Archie 
Engstrom ensured the SLC opponents were left little room to move. 
  
My congratulations to the boys on a great season and a success they well deserved. 
 

 
5A 
An excellent batting display of big hitting saw St Pat's to 3/100 at drinks. These early overs proved 
the difference and despite season best batting from Will Silec and Will Broughton, it wasn't enough 
for the Marist boys to chase down the total. It was wonderful to see how far the team has come 
throughout the year, with plenty of positives to build on from an exciting and challenging season. 
Well done boys!  
 
5B 
The boys played their best game of this year, unfortunately couldn't get the win but the boys 
showed great Marist spirit throughout the game. 
 
5C 
Pat’s had a great day out with the bat, scoring 154 with some excellent hitting and running 
between wickets. Although the big score, Marist bowled well - reducing wides and no balls. In the 
batting innings, Marist put up a hard-fought effort ending the innings on 64. The boys should be 
really proud or their efforts this season!!!! 
 
5 Gold 
The 5 Gold cricket team finished the season on a high with a win over St Patrick’s College. St 
Pat’s finished 6 for 63 and our MCA boys finished on 4 for 73. Our top batters for the game were 
Lachlan (Lucky) Graham on 13 and Isaac Long on 10. Our top bowlers were Jack Lambley and 
Isaac Long. Special mention to Gabriel Pua for 3 run outs, demonstrating some impressive 
fielding. A big thanks to all the parents for all their help with scoring and organising their boys over 
the season. It has been an enjoyable season and particularly good to see the boys’ cricket skills 
developing. 
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5 White 
With the culmination of the season over the weekend it was great to see the 5 Whites win 
convincingly showing us they took in all the skills and advice given to them over the last couple of 
weeks. We wish the boys all the best in the future sporting endeavours and hope to one day 
maybe coach them again. 
 
 


